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BEFORE THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

CHRISTINE L. NELSON,
,

SUPREME COURT NO. 447061-2019
Claimant/Appellant,

v.
AGENCY RECORD
THE FRANKLIN GROUP, INC.,
Employer/Respondent,
and
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,
Respondent.

BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

For Claimant/Appellant
CHRISTINE L NELSON
13484 MANNING LANE
POCATELLO ID 83202

For Employer/Respondent
THE FRANKLIN GROUP INC
9222 W BARNES DR
BOISE ID 83709

For IDOL/Respondent
DOUG WERTH
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
317 W MAIN STREET
BOISE ID 83735
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APPEALS BUREAU
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
317 WEST MAIN STREET I BOISE, IDAHO 83735-0720
(208) 332-3572 / (800) 621-4938
FAX: (208) 334-6440

)
)
)
)
) DOCKET NUMBER 421013953-2019

CHRISTINE L. NELSON,
Claimant
vs.

)
) DECISION OF APPEALS EXMIINER
)
}

TIIE FRANKLIN GROUP INC.,
Employer
and

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
))
_________________

DECISION
The claimant's protest of the Personal Eligibility Determination dated February 20, 2019 is UNTIMELY.
The Determination has gone fmal and cannot be changed,
The claimant's appeal is DISMISSED.

HISTORY OF THE CASE
The above-entitled matter was heard by Judge Little, Appeals Examiner for the Idaho Department of
Labor, on March 27, 2019, by telephone in the City of Boise, in accordance with § 72-1368(6) of the
Idaho Employment Security Law.
The claimant appeared for the hearing and presented testimony.
The employer did not appear for the hearing.
The Notice of Telephone Hearing and Exhibit: pages 1 through 25 were entered into and made a part of the

record.
ISSUE/S
The issues before the Appeals Examiner are (1) whether a timely request for an appeal hearing was filed,
according to §72-1368(3) and (5) of the Idaho Employment Security Law AND IF FOUND TIMELY;
(2) whether the claimant quit voluntarily and, if so, whether with good cause connected with the
employment AND/OR whether the claimant was discharged, and if so, whether for misconduct in
connection with the employment, according to §72-1366(5) of the Idaho Employment Security Law; and
(3) whether the employer's account is properly chargeable for experience rating purposes for benefits paid
to the claimant, in accordance with §72-1351 (2)(a) of the Idaho Employment Security Law.
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FINDINGS OF FACT
Additional facts or testimony may exist in this case. However, the Appeal
s Examiner outlines only
those that are relevant to the decision and those based upon reliable evidenc
e. Based on the exhibits
and testimony in the record, the following facts are found:

1. IDOL Determinations state that a Determination will become final fourteen
(14) days from the
date of mailing unless a written appeal is filed within that time. Determinations
issued by the
Department contain "Protest Rights" that explains the criteria and process for
filing a protest or
appeal.
2. On February 20, 2019, the Department mailed a Personal Eligibility
Determination to the
claiman t's last known address of record. The Determination found that the
claimant quit a job
without good cause connected with the employment; the claimant was ineligib
le for benefits
effective January 20, 2019; and the employer's experience rated account was
not held chargeable
on the claim.
3. The last date to file a protest to that Determination was to have a protest
faxed (received no later
than 5:00 p.m. Mountain Time), hand-delivered, or postmarked on or before March
6, 2019.
4. The claimant filed her protest via US Postal Service. The claimant asserts
that the protest was
mailed on the same date that she composed and dated her protest, which was Februar
y 26, 2019.
5. Upon closer inspection of the original envelope, a postmark can be determi
ned; the postmark is a
pale red, and it blends with the red stamps. While Salt Lake City can be identifie
d, the remainder
of the postmark is illegible and the date of postmark cannot be determined.
6. The only legible date on the envelope is the Appeals Bureau 's "Received"
date stamp of March 7,
2019.

AUTHORITY
IDAPA 09.01.06.012.01 and .03 provides:
01. Filing of an Appeal Pursuant to the Employment Security Law. An appeal
shall be in writing,
signed by an interested party or representative, and shall contain words that, by
fair interpretation, request
the appeal process for a specific determination, redetermination or decision
of the Department. Every
determination, redetermination or decision of the Department shall contain
and clearly identify the
mailing address, fax number and electronic address for filing an appeal.
To appeal a determination,
redetermination or decision of the Department, interested parties must follow
the instructions on the
document being appealed. The date of personal delivery shall be noted on the
appeal and shall be deemed
the date of filing. A faxed or electronically transmitted appeal that is received
by 5 p.m. on a business diiy
shall be deemed. filed on that .date. A faxed or electronically transmitted appeal
that is received on a
weekend or holiday or after 5 p.m. on a business day shall be deemed filed
on the next business day. If
mailed, the appeal shall be deemed to be filed on the date of mailing as determi
ned by the postmark on
the envelope containing the appeal, unless a party establishes by a preponderance
of the evidence that but
for error by the U.S. Postal Service, the envelope would have been postma
rked within the period for
timely appeal. If such a postal error is established, the appeal shall be deemed
to be timely filed. Ref.
Section 72-1368(6), Idaho Code. (4-11-15)
03. Date of Malling. The date indicated on Department determinations,
revised determinations,
redeterminations and decisions as the "Date of Mailing" or "Date Mailed" shall
be presumed to be the
date the document was deposited in the United States mail, or the date the docume
nt was electronically
transmitted to an electronic-mail address approved by the Department pursuan
t to Section 72-1368(5),
Idaho Code, unless shown otherwise by a preponderance ofcomp etent evidenc
e. (7-1-10)
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Section 72-1368 (3) of the Idaho Employment Security Law provides that a determi
nation shall become
final unless, within fourteen (14) days after notice, an appeal is filed by an
interested party with the
Department of Labor.
Section 72-1368 (5) of the Idaho Employment Security Law provides that a notice
shall be deemed to be
served if delivered to the person being served or if mailed to his last known address
, service by mail shall
be deemed complete on the date of mailing.
72-1368(5). CLAIMS FOR BENEFITS --APPE LLATE PROCEDURE --LIMI
TATIO N OF ACTIONS.
(5) All interested parties shall be entitled to prompt service of notice of written
or digital communications
from the department providing notice of an administrative or other deadline includin
g, but not limited to,
determinations, revised determinations, redeterminations, special redeterminations
, decisions and letters
from the department requiring a response within a specified time. Notice shall
be deemed served if
delivered to the person being se1ved, if mailed to his last known address or if electron
ically transmitted to
him at his request and with the department's approval. Service by mail shall be
deemed complete on the
date of mailing. Service by electronic· transmission shall be deemed complyt
e. on the date notice is
electronically transmitted.
·
· ·
Pursuant to IDAPA 09.01.06.090 where it appears that any appeal may not
have been filed within the
period of time prescribed for filing, the party shall be given an opportunity to
show that such appeal was
timely. If it is found that such appeal was not filed within the applicable time
limit, it shall be dismissed
on such grounds. If it is found that such appeal was timely, the matter shall be
decided on the merits. In
making a determination on whether or not a timely appeal has been filed, the courts
have detennined that
because the appeal provisions of unemployment compensation law are ip.andat
ory, partys carry a heavy
burden to justify untimely appeals and absent proof of fraud, cannot prevail.
See, Ferraro v.
Unemployment Commonwealth Compensation Board of Review, 76 Pa.Cmwlth.
636, 638, 464 A.2d 697,
698 (Pa.Cmwlth.Ct. 1983).
CONCLUSIONS

Idaho law requires the Department to serve interested parties with due process
by serving notice of
determinations, decisions, and other relevant documents to the last known address
of the party. As stated
above; "A notice shall be deemed served if delivered to the person being served,
if mailed to his last
known address ... " "Service by mail shall be deemed complete on the date of mailing
."
A Determination was mailed to the claimant's last known mailing address on
February 20, 2019. That
Determination provided a Last Day/Date to Protest of March 6, 2019. The
claimant argues that her .
protest was mailed on February 26, 20_19, the same- day in whi_ch, she compos
ed her protest. ·While Salt ·
Lake City can be identified in the upper right liand corner of the envelope that
contained the claimant's
protest, the remainder of the postmark is illegible and the date of postmark cannot
be detennined. The
only legible date on the envelope is the Appeals Bureau's "Received" date stamp
of March 7, 2019.
In Idaho, an appeal may be filed by mail, facsimile, or hand delivered. See,
IDAPA 09.01.06.012.01.
The Idaho Supreme Court on several occasions has held that if mailed, the date
a request was postmarked
is deemed the date of its filing. Moore v. Melaleuca, Inc., 137 Idaho 23, 43 P.2d
782, 785 (2002); In re
Dominy v. Department of Employment, 116 Idaho 727, 728, 779 P.2d 402,40
3 (1989); Department of
Employment v. Drinkard, 98 Idaho 222, 225, 560 P.2d 1312, 1315 (1977).
The Court has also
determined that when an appeal is mailed, the "postmark date," not the placing
of an appeal in the mail, is
the initiation of the appeal. Gannett Satellite Infonnation v. Unemployment
Compensation Board, 661
A.2d 502, 504 (Pa. Commw. Ct. 1995).
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In Striebeck, the Court held that the right to appeal, unless secured
by the constitution, is dependent
entirely upon statutory authority and is subject to control by the legislat
ure. The Court held that absent a
defect in the notice required by §72-1368, the right to appeal does
not extend beyond the time period
provided by the statute. Striebeck v. Employment Security Agency
, 83 Idaho 531, 537, 366 P.2d 589,
592 (1961).
In Gannett, the envelope containing the appeal did not have a postmark
affixed. The Court held that when
the envelope containing the appeal does not have an official U.S. postma
rk, it must be deemed filed when
received." Similarly, in Dominy, the Idaho Supreme Court has also
held a "conclusive presumption"
arises from the postmark on a request for an appeals hearing that cannot
be overcome by evidence that the
request was mailed earlier.
Here, there appears to be some sort of a postmark affixed to the envelo
pe. However, the postmark is
illegible. In such a circumstance, the envelope then is determined to
be as if no postmark was affixed at
all. As in Gannett, then, the date of filing in such circumstances becom
es the date the letter was received
by the Department. The date of receipt was March 7, 2019, which is
one day after the last date to file an
appeal.
The Appeals Examiner finds that the claimant has not met the heavy
burden necessary for finding a
protest timely filed. The Appeals Bureau lacks jurisdiction to consider
the merits of the claimant's appeal
further. The Determination has become a fmal adjudication and cannot
be changed.

~t;,~
Date of Mailing

~March 28, 2019

Last Day To Appeal

April 11, 2019

APPEAL RIGH TS

You have FOURTEEN .(1±1 DAYS FROM THE DATE OF MAILING
to file a written appeal with the Idaho
Industrial Commission. The appeal must be mailed to:
Idaho Industrial Commission
Judicial Division, IDOL Appeals
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0041
Or delivered in person to:
·Idaho Industrial Commission
700 S Clearwater Lane
Boise, ID 83712
Or transmitted by facsimile to:
(208) 332-7558.

If the appeal is mailed, it must be postmarked no later than the last day
to appeal. An appeal filed by
facsimile transmission must be received by the Commission by 5:00 p.m.,
Mountain Time, on the last day to
appeal. A facsimile transmission received after 5:00 p.m. will be deemed
received by the Commission on the
next business day. A late appeal will be dismissed. Appeals filed by any
means with the Appeals Bureau or
a Department of Labor local office will not be accepted by the Commission.
TO EMPL OYER S WHO ARE
INCORPORATED: lfyou file an appeal with the Idaho Industrial Commi
ssion, the appeal must be signed
by a corporate officer or legal counsel licensed to practice in the State
of Idaho and the signature must
include the individual's title. The Commission will not consider
appeals submitted by employer
DECI SION OF APPE ALS EXAM INER - 4 of 6
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representatives who are not attorneys. ffyou request a hearing before the Commission or
permission to file a
legal brief, you must make these requests through legal counsel licensed to practice in
the State ofIdaho.
Questions should be directed to the Idaho Industrial Commission, Unemployment Appeals,
(208) 334-6024.
If no appeal is filed, this decision will become final and cannot be changed. TO CLAIM
ANT: If this
decision is changed, any benefits paid will be subject to repayment. If an appeal is filed, you
should continue
to report on your claim as long as you are unemployed.

DERECHOS DE APELACION
Usted tiene CATORCE .Q4} DIAS DESDE LA FECHA DE ENVIO para archivar una apelacion
escrita con
la Comisi6n Industrial de Idaho. La apelacion debe ser enviada a:
Idaho Industrial Commission
Judicial Division, IDOL Appeals
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0041
0 ser entregada en persona a:
Idaho Industrial Commission
700 S Clearwater Lane
Boise, ID 83712
0 puede enviarla por fax al:

(208) 332-7558.
Si la apelacion es enviada por correo, la fecha en el sello de! correo debe ser no mas tarde
de la fecha de!
ultimo dia en que puede apelar. Una apelacion tardada sera descartada. Apelaciones archivad
as con la
Agencia de Apelaciones o con la Oficiua de Empleo no serau aceptadas por la Comisi6n
. Una apelaci6n
archivada por medio de fax debe ser recibida por la comision no mas tarde de las 5:00
P.M. Hora de la
Montana, de! ultimo dia en que puede apelar. Una transmisi6n de fax recibida despues de
las 5:00 P.M. se
considerara recibida por la comisi6n, hasta el pr6ximo dia habil. EMPLEAIJORE
S QUE SON
INCORPORADOS: Si una apelaci6n es archivada en la Comisi6n Industrial de Idaho, la
apelaci6n tiene
que ser firmada par un oficial o representante designado JI la firma debe incluir el tftulo
del individuo. Si
solicita una audiencia ante la Comisi6n Industrial, o permiso para archivar un escrito legal,
esta solicitud se
debera de hacer par media de un abogado con licencia para practicar en el estado de
Idaho. Preguntas
deben ser dirigidas a la Comisi6n Industrial de Idaho, Unemployment Appeals, (208) 334-6024
.
Si niuguna apelacion se archiva, esta decision sera la final y no podra cambiarse. AL RECLA
MANTE:
Si esta decision se cambia, todos los beneficios pagados estaran sujetos a reembolso. Si
una apelacion se
archiva, usted deberia de contiuuar reportando en su '.eclamo mientras este desempleado.
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APP EAL S BUR EAU
IDA HO DEP ART MEN T OF LAB OR
317 WES T MA1N STR EET I BOISE, IDAHO
83735-0720
(208) 332-3572 / (800) 621-4938
FAX: (208) 334-6440

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I here by certify that on
Mar ch 28, 2019
, a true and correct copy of Decision of Appeals
Examiner was served by regu lar Unit ed States mail
upon each of the following:
CHR ISTI NE L NEL SON
13484 MAN NIN G LAN E
POC ATE LLO ID 83202
THE FRA NKL IN GRO UP INC
9222 W BAR NES DR
BOI SE ID 83709

~
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April 4, 2019
Idaho Dept of Labor
317 W. Main St
Boise, ID 83735-0770
i ')

Claimant ID: 11561061

I I)

Separation Issue ID: 3103234785

Dear Sir/Madam:

Ui
;1)

I am writing to contest the do,"rr:ein~tion on my claim. With all due respect, I disagree that my letter
was late and was not timely. It stated that the letter was received one day late. However, there was no
readable post mark date on the envelope. There was a bar code and numbers at the bottom of the
letter.

I received a copy of the envelope that this letter was mailed in and in fact you could not read the post
date. Of that, I had no control. I took the copy over to the Post Office on April 4 th to see if the bar code
was a post date. They said it was not. It was the address.

I created my letter of appeal on February 28; 2019. I gave my husband the letter and asked him to mail
it for me. I expected him to put it in the out going mail at his work. Instead, he took it to the post
office on March 1st , because he had to buy stamps in order to mail the letter. I have a copy of the
receipt for the purchase of the stamps dated March 1st • After purchasing the stamps at the Post Office,
he put two stamps on the letter so that there would be enough postage and gave the letter to the Postal
worker. That was on March 1, 2019.

Our mail from Pocatello is sent to Salt Lake City, UT and from there mailed to its destination.

In the

Findings of Fact, page 2 of 6 of the determination letter, dated March 28, 2019, item 3 says that the
letter was to be faxed, hand delivered or post-marked no later than March 6th , 2019. The letter was
received in your office on March 7, 2019. How can it possibly be received in your office on the 7th if it
was not mailed prior to March 6th ? It takes at least 2 days to travel from Pocatello to Boise via Salt Lake
City. The letter I received for this determination was mailed on March 28th. I received it today which is
April 4th. That is 7 days after it was mailed. This is proof alone that my letter was mailed in a timely
manner.

8

When the letter was mailed at the Post Office, I expected there to be a post date on the letter. I did not
expect it to be unreadable, or by my copy, invisible. Once the letter was mailed, I lost custody and
control of it. Therefore, I am pointing out that the letter was indeed mailed in a timely manner.

There were at least 6 days between the day the letter was mailed and when it was received.
aware that there was a limited time and thought I'd allowed for that.

I was very

I have included a copy of the determination letter dated March 28, 2019 and a copy of the receipt of the
stamps.

I have no other way of proving that the letter was mailed within the time I had to contest the latest
determination. I would ask that you please look at all I have explained and sent you before making a
final decision.

Sincerely,

Christine Nelson
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February 26, 2019
Idaho Dept of Labor
317 W. Main St
Boise, ID 83735-0770

Claimant ID: 11561061
Separation Issue ID: 3103234785
Dear Sir/Madam:

I am writing in response to being denied unemployment benefits. I left my job because my
responsibilities were being eliminated. I felt that I was in a hostile work environment and was demeaned
in all that I tried to do. I was employed at Franklin Building Supply for six and a half years. A new
regional accounting manager was brought in to help train me on the new computer program system.
Instead she started telling my general manager twisted truths and outright lies about my way of doing
my job. She started taking responsibilities from me and belittled me in the process. After four months
of a caustic and stressful environment, I knew my job was being eliminated and I would be laid off, so I
left to save face. Since then, the job that I had, has been eliminated and my responsibilities were
transferred to the store in Twin Falls.
When I left, the regional manager, Bryce Luker said that I would be able to get unemployment. The
Human Resource Director in the Corporate Offices, Christopher Gilliam, also said I would be eligible for
unemployment. I know they did not contest it.
The Pocatello store has not hired a new A/R Manager to replace me. I am asking that you review my
case and reinstate my unemployment benefits.

Thank you,

/

1

J·

1/)(I/A,VI

·)1i.7Qt,iv/

Christine Nelson
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GATEWAY STATION
1750 FLANORO DR
POCATELLO
lD

83202-1944
1572270069

3:49 PM

(800)275-8'/TI

03/01/2019

Sale
Qty

Product
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1
LIS Flag Bklt/2
0
(Unit Prlce:$11.00)

$H.00

Total

$11:00
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Debit

.

)
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your mobile dev1ce:

or cal I 1-800·-410-7420.
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APPEALS BUREAU
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
317 WEST MAIN STREET/ BOISE, IDAHO 83735-0720
(208) 332-3572 I (800) 621-4938
FAX: (208) 334-6440

)
)
)
)
) DOCKET NUMBER 421013953-2019
)
) DECISION OF APPEALS EXAMINER
)
)

CHRISTINE L. NELSON,
Claimant
vs.
THE FRANKLIN GROUP INC.,
Employer
and

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
))
_________________

DECISION

The claimant's protest of the Personal Eligibility Determination dated February 20, 2019 is UNTIMELY.
The Determination has gone fmal and cannot be changed.
The claimant's appeal is DISMISSED.
IDSTORY OF THE CASE

The above-entitled matter was heard by Judge Little, Appeals Examiner for the Idaho Department of
Labor, on March 27, 2019, by telephone in the City of Boise, in accordance with § 72-1368(6) of the
Idaho Employment Security Law.
The claimant appeared for the hearing and presented testimony.
The employer did not appear for the hearing.
The Notice of Telephone Hearing and Exhibit: pages 1 through 25 were entered into and made a part of the
record.
ISSUE/S

The issues before the Appeals Examiner are (1) whether a timely request for an appeal hearing was filed,
according to §72-1368(3) and (5) of the Idaho Employment Security Law AND IF FOUND TIMELY;
(2) whether the claimant quit voluntarily and, if so, whether with good cause connected with the
employment AND/OR whether the claimant was discharged, and if so, whether for misconduct in
connection with the employment, according to §72-1366(5) of the Idaho Employment Security Law; and
(3) whether the employer's account is properly chargeable for experience rating purposes for benefits paid
to the claimant, in accordance with §72-1351(2)(a) of the Idaho Employment Security Law.
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Section 72-1368 (3) of the Idaho Employment Security Law provides that a determination
shall become
final unless, within fourteen (14) days after notice, an appeal is filed by an interested
party with the
Department of Labor.
Section 72-1368 (5) of the Idaho Employment Security Law provides that a notice shall be
deemed to be
served if delivered to the person being served or if mailed to his last known address, service
by mail shall
be deemed complete on the date of mailing.
72-1368(5). CLAIMS FOR BENEFITS --APPEL LATE PROCEDURE -- LIMITATION
OF ACTIONS.
(5) AIi interested parties shall be entitled to prompt service of notice of written or digital commun
ications
from the department providing notice of an administrative or other deadline including, but
not limited to,
determinations, revised determinations, redeterminations, special redeterminations, decisions
and letters
from the department requiring a response within a specified time. Notice shall be deemed
served if
delivered to the person being served, if mailed to his last known address or if electronically
transmitted to
him at his request and with the department's approval. Service by mail shall be deemed complete
on the
date of mailing, Service by electronic transmission shall be deemed complete on the
date notice is
electronically transmitted.
Pursuant to IDAPA 09.01.06.090 where it appears that any appeal may not have been
filed within the
period of time prescribed for filing, the party shall be given an opportunity to show that such
appeal was
timely. If it is found that such appeal was not filed within the applicable time limit, it shall
be dismissed
on such grounds. If it is found that such appeal was timely, the matter shall be decided on
the merits. In
making a determination on whether or not a timely appeal has been filed, the courts have
determined that
because the appeal provisions of unemployment compensation law are iµandatory, partys
carry a heavy
burden to justify untimely appeals and absent proof of fraud, cannot prevail. See,
Ferraro v.
Unemployment Commonwealth Compensation Board of Review, 76 Pa.Cmwlth. 636, 638,
464 A.2d 697,
698 (Pa.Cmwlth.Ct. 1983).
CONCLUSIONS

Idaho law requires the Department to serve interested parties with due process by serving
notice of
determinations, decisions, and other relevant documents to the last known address of the party.
As stated
above; "A notice shall be deemed served if delivered to the person being served, if mailed
to his last
known address ... " "Service by mail shall be deemed complete on the date of mailing."
A Determination was mailed to the claimant's last known mailing address on February 20,
2019. That
Determination provided a Last Day/Date to Protest of March 6, 2019. The claimant
argues that her
protest was mailed on February 26, 2019, the same day in which she composed her protest.
While Salt
Lake City can be identified in the upper right hand comer of the envelope that contained
the claimant's
protest, the remainder of the postmark is illegible and the date of postmark cannot be determin
ed. The
only legible date on the envelope is the Appeals Bureau's "Received" date stamp of March
7, 2019.
In Idaho, an appeal may be filed by mail, facsimile, or hand delivered. See, IDAPA 09.01.06
.012.01.
The Idaho Supreme Court on several occasions has held that if mailed, the date a request was
postmarked
is deemed the date of its filing. Moore v. Melaleuca, Inc., 137 Idaho 23, 43 P.2d 782, 785
(2002); In re
Dominy v. Department of Employment, 116 Idaho 727, 728, 779 P.2d 402, 403 (1989);
Department of
Employment v. Drinkard, 98 Idaho 222, 225, 560 P.2d 1312, 1315 (1977). The
Court has also
determined that when an appeal is mailed, the "postmark date," not the placing of an appeal
in the mail, is
the initiation of the appeal. Gannett Satellite Information v. Unemployment Compensation
Board, 661
A.2d 502, 504 (Pa. Commw. Ct. 1995).
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representatives who are not attorneys. lfyou request a hearing before the Commission or permission to file
a
legal brief, you must make these requests through legal counsel licensed to practice in the State of Idaho.
Questions should be directed to the Idaho Industrial Commission, Unemployment Appeals, (208) 334-6024.
If no appeal is filed, this decision will become final and cannot be changed, TO CLAIMANT: If
this
decision is changed, any benefits paid will be subject to repayment. If an appeal is filed, you should continue
to report on your claim as long as you are unemployed.

DERECHOS DE APELACION
Usted tiene CATORCE il1} DIAS DESDE LA FECHA DE ENVIO para archivar una apelaci6n escrita con
la Comisi6n Industrial de Idaho. La apelaci6n debe ser enviada a:
Idaho Industrial Commission
Judicial Division, IDOL Appeals
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0041
0 ser entregada en persona a:
Idaho Industrial Commission
700 S Clearwater Lane
Boise, ID 83712
0 puede enviarla por fax al:

(208) 332-7558,
Si la apelaci6n es enviada por correo, la fecha en el sello de! correo debe ser no mas tarde de la fecha de!
ultimo dia en que puede apelar. Una apelaci6n tardada sen\ descartada. Apelaciones archivadas con
la
Agencia de Ape!aciones o con la Oficina de Empleo no serim aceptadas por la Comisi6n. Una apelaci6n
archivada por medio de fax debe ser recibida por la comisi6n no mas tarde de las 5:00 P.M. Hora de
la
Montana, de! ultimo dia en que puede apelar. Una transmisi6n de fax recibida despues de las 5:00 P.M.
se
considerara recibida por la comisi6n, hasta el pr6ximo dia habil. EMPLEADORES QUE SON
INCORPORADOS: Si una apelaci6n es archivada en la Comisi6n Industrial de Idaho, la apelaci6n tiene
que ser firmada par un oficial o representante designado JI la firma debe incluir el t{tulo de/ individuo.
Si
solicita una audiencia ante la Comisi6n Industrial, o permiso para archivar un escrito legal, esta solicitud
se
debera de hacer par media de un abogado con licencia para practicar en el estado de Idaho. Preguntas
deben ser dirigidas a la Comisi6n Industrial de Idaho, Unemployment Appeals, (208) 334-6024.
Si ninguna apelaci6n se archiva, esta decisi6n sen\ la final y no podra cambiarse. AL RECLAMANTE:
Si esta decision se cambia, todos los beneficios pagados estaran sujetos a reembolso. Si una apelaci6n
se
archiva, usted deberia de continuar reportando en su reclamo mientras este desempleado.
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

CHRISTINE L. NELSON,
IDOL# 421013953-2019

Claimant,

v.
THE FRANKLIN GROUP, INC.,
Employer,

NOTICE OF FILING
OF APPEAL

FI LED

and

APR 10 2019

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR.

INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE: The Industrial Commission has received an appeal from a
decision of an Appeals Examiner of the Idaho Department of Labor. A copy of the appeal is
enclosed, along with a copy of the Commission's Rules of Appellate Practice and Procedure.
PLEASE READ ALL THE RULES CAREFULLY

The Industrial Commission promptly processes all unemployment appeals in the order
received. In the meantime, you may want to visit our web site for more information:
www.iic.idaho.gov.
The Commission will make its decision in this appeal based on the record of the
proceedings before the Appeals Examiner of the Idaho Department of Labor.

INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION
UNEMPLOYMENT APPEALS DIVISION
POST OFFICE BOX 83720
BOISE IDAHO 83720-0041
(208) 334-6024
Calls Received by the Industrial Commission May Be Recorded

NOTICE OF FILING OF APPEAL - 1
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on the /j}t/, day of April, 2019 a true and correct copy of the
Notice of Filing of Appeal and compact disc of the Hearing were served by regular United
States mail upon the following:
APPEAL:
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
STATE HOUSE MAIL
317 W MAIN STREET
BOISE ID 83735
APPEAL AND DISC:
CHRISTINE L NELSON
13484 MANNING LANE
POCATELLO ID 83202
THE FRANKLIN GROUP INC
9222 W BARNES DR
BOISE ID 83709

kc
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL
S. KAY CHRISTENSEN, ISB NO. 3103
Chief of Contracts & Administ rative Law Division
DOUG WERTH, ISB NO. 3660
Deputy Attorney General
Idaho Departme nt of Labor
317 W. Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83735
Telephone: (208) 332-3570
doug.werth@labor.idaho.gov
Attorneys for Idaho Departme nt of Labor
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
CHRISTI NE L. NELSON,

IDOL NO. 421013953-2019

Claimant,
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE
vs.
\__)

THE FRANKLIN GROUP, INC.,

( j

i

'

.
·, ,
;r;

.'

'
j

Employer,
and
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR.

TO THE ABOVE-NAMED PARTIES:
Please be advised that Doug Werth, Idaho Deputy Attorney General, hereby
appears as attorney of record for the Idaho Departme nt of Labor ("IDOL") in the
above-captioned proceeding.

Under the Employm ent Security Law, IDOL is an

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE - 1
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interested party to all unemployment insurance appeals. I.C. § 72-1323.
DATED this

/ <;I day of April, 2019.
STATE OF IDAHO
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

By /V\__~
DOUG WERTH
Deputy Attorney General

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

r

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this /
day of April, 2019, I served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF APPEARANCE upon each of the
following by depositing said copy in the United States mail, first class postage
prepaid, addressed to:
CHRISTINE L. NELSON
13484 MANNING LANE
POCATELLO, ID 83202
THE FRANKLIN GROUP, INC.
9222 W. BARNES DR.
BOISE, ID 83709

PATRICIA PAULIN
Legal Secretary
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

CHRISTINE L. NELSON,
,
IDOL# 421013953-2019

Claimant,
DECISION AND ORPER

v.
THE FRANKLIN GROUP, INC.,
Employer,
and
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR.

FI LED

MAY 15 2019
INDUSTRIAL COMM!SSIOM

Appeal of a Decision issued by an Idaho Department of Labor Appeals Examiner
finding Claimant did not timely file a protest. AFFIRMED.
On February 20, 2019, the Idaho Department of Labor ("IDOL" or "Department")
issued a Personal Eligibility Determination finding Claimant, Christine L. Nelson,
ineligible for unemployment insurance benefits. Claimant filed a protest to the
Determination. On March 28, 2019, after a hearing on the matter, an IDOL Appeals
Examiner issued a Decision finding Claimant's protest of the February 20, 2019,
Determination to be untimely. Claimant appeals to the Commission the Appeals
Examiner's finding that her protest was untimely.
Claimant was the only party to participate in the hearing. There are no allegations of
impropriety with respect to the conduct of that hearing or evidence of any irregularities. IDOL
has provided the parties with due process. Although none of the interested parties specifically
requests a new hearing before the Commission, Claimant has requested that the Commission
consider additional evidence regarding the timeliness of her appeal. (Claimant's Appeal, filed
DECISION AND ORDER - 1
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March 20, 2019.) This proposed evidence was not made a part of the evidentiary record during
the Appeals Examiner's hearing. The Commission treats this as a request for a new hearing to
augment the record and addresses this matter below.
The Commission has conducted a de nova review of the record, pursuant to Idaho
Code§ 72-1368(7). Super Grade, Inc. v. Idaho Dep't of Commerce and Labor, 144 Idaho
386, 390, 162 P.3d 765, 769 (2007). The Commission has relied on the audio recording of
the hearing before the Appeals Examiner conducted on March 27, 2019, the Notice of
Telephone Hearing ("Notice") ([pp. 1 through 3] and the Exhibit: [pp. 1 through 25]
admitted into the record during that proceeding.
CLAIMANT'S REQUEST TO AUGMENT THE RECORD
WITH ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE

Pursuant to Idaho Code § 72-1368(7), the Commission may, in its sole discretion,
"conduct a hearing to receive additional evidence or may remand the matter back to the appeals
examiner for an additional hearing and decision." In this case, Claimant asks that the
Commission consider additional information, which was not made part of the record during the
Appeals Examiner's hearing. (Claimant's Appeal.) Because this information is not part of the
record established during the Appeals Examiner's hearing, we would have to reopen the
evidentiary record and admit this information into evidence before we could consider it.
Rule 7(8)5 of the Rules of Appellate Practice and Procedure Under the Idaho
Employment Security Law, effective as amended September 4, 2013, provides that a party
requesting a hearing to offer additional evidence shall submit "the reasons why the proposed
evidence was not presented before the appeals examiner." Whether a party seeks to present
additional evidence or make an oral argument on the basis of the record as it stands, that party
must present some justification for that request. Unemployment insurance appeals are
DECISION AND ORDER - 2
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adjudicated under the principals and procedures of administrative law. Hearings at this level of
review are not a matter of right, as in some other forums.
Claimant participated in the Appeals Examiner's hearing and had ample opportunity to
present this evidence during that hearing. There is no indication or allegation of improprieties
that precluded Claimant from a full and fair opportunity to present evidence during that hearing,
and Claimant has not provided the Commission with any reason why she did not present this
proposed evidence at that time. Further, we note that the ability to provide testimony and
evidence for the Appeals Examiner did not end with the conclusion of the hearing. Claimant
could have asked that the Appeals Examiner reopen the hearing to take additional evidence, as
described in the documents accompanying the Notice. (Exhibit: p. 2.) The Appeals Bureau's
procedure provides a means for admitting additional evidence or witness testimony that was not
available for the original hearing. There is nothing in the record to suggest that Claimant took
advantage of that opportunity.
The Commission takes the position that conducting a new hearing at this level of review
is an extraordinary measure and should be reserved for those cases when due process or other
interests of justice demand no less. We find no such circumstances here. Therefore, we find no
reason to conduct an additional hearing in this case. Accordingly, Claimant's request to augment
the record with additional evidence is DENIED. The Commission will base its decision in this
matter on the evidence and testimony provided during the Appeals Examiner's hearing and in
Claimant's request for reconsideration.
FINDINGS OF FACT

Based on the evidence contained in the record, the Commission sets forth the following
findings of fact:

DECISION AND ORDER - 3
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1. The Department mailed a Personal Eligibility Determination to Claimant on
February 20, 2019, finding Claimant ineligible for unemployment insurance
benefits. (Exhibit: pp. 10-11.)
2. The Determination was mailed to Claimant's address of record and Claimant
timely received the Determination. (Audio Recording.)
3. The Determination specifically instructed Claimant that the last day to protest
was March 6, 2019. It further instructed that a mailed protest must be
postmarked no later than the last day to protest. (Exhibit: p. 11.)
4. Claimant mailed her protest via the U.S. Postal Service. The postmark on
the envelope containing Claimant's protest is illegible and/or not visible.
(Audio Recording; Exhibit: p. 24.)
5. IDOL Appeals Bureau received Claimant's protest letter on March 7, 2019.
(Exhibit: p. 24.)
DISCUSSION

On February 20, 2019, IDOL sent Claimant a Personal Eligibility Determination
finding her ineligible for unemployment benefits. (Exhibit: pp. 10-11.) The only issue
presently before the Commission is whether Claimant timely filed a protest to the
February 20, 2019, Determination. An appeals examiner only has jurisdiction to review the
underlying merits of a determination if a party files a timely protest. Idaho Code § 721368(3 )( c). Claimant had until March 6, 2019, 2019, to file her protest. (Exhibit: p. 10.)
Idaho Code § 72-1368(3) states that a determination issued by the Department shall
become final unless, within fourteen (14) days after notice as provided for in Idaho Code §
72-1368(5), an interested party files an appeal. The statutory requirements governing the
right of appeal under the Employment Security Law are mandatory and jurisdictional.
Vernon K. Smith v. Idaho Dept. of Labor, 148 Idaho 72, 74,218 P.3d 1133, 1135 (2009).
A party that appeals a decision more than fourteen (14) days following the date notice is
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given loses the right to have a decision reviewed. Fouste v. Department of Employment. 97
Idaho 162. 540 P.2d 1341 (1975).
Unless a party can demonstrate that the notice required by Idaho Code § 72-1368
was defective due to Departmental or postal error, the right to appeal does not extend
beyond the time period provided by the statute. Id; IDAPA 09.01.006.017. Idaho Code
defines service. "A notice shall be deemed served if delivered to the person being served, if
mailed to his last known address or if electronically transmitted to him at his request and
with the department's approval. Service by mail shall be deemed complete on the date of
mailing. Service by electronic transmission shall be deemed complete on the date notice is
electronically transmitted." Idaho Code § 72-1368(5). The word "deemed" in the
aforementioned statute creates a conclusive presumption of service. Striebeck v.
Employment Security Agency, 83 Idaho 531,536,366 P.2d 589,591 (1961).
Pursuant to Idaho Code § 72-1368(5), the presumption that service is complete on the
date of mailing is predicated upon the Department mailing the Dete1mination to Claimant's last
known address. In this situation, IDOL served Claimant with the Determination in
accordance with Idaho Code § 72-1368(5). On February 20, 2019, the Department mailed
the Determination to Claimant's address of record. (Exhibit: p. 10.) Claimant does not
argue, nor does the record show, a defect in service of the Determination. Nor does
Claimant dispute she timely received the Determination. (Audio Recording.) Accordingly, it
must be found that the Appeals Bureau properly served Claimant with the Determination. The
Determination's date of mailing and last day to protest remain unchanged. Claimant had until
March 6, 2019, to timely file a protest.

DECISION AND ORDER - 5
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Claimant mailed her protest letter to the Department. (Audio Recording; Exhibit: p. 24.)
The Idaho Supreme Court has repeatedly held that if mailed, the date the mailing is postmarked
is deemed the date of its filing. Moore v. Melaleuca, Inc., 137 Idaho 23, 43 P.2d 782, 785 (2002);
In re Dominy v. Department of Employment, 116 Idaho 727, 728, 779 P.2d 402, 403 (1989);
Department of Employment v. Drinkard, 98 Idaho 222, 225, 560 P.2d 1312, 1315 (1977). In
accordance with the holdings of the Idaho Supreme Court, the Determination specifically
instructed Claimant that a mailed protest must be postmarked no later than the last day to protest,
which in this case was March 6, 2019. (Exhibit: p. 10.) The envelope addressed to the Appeals
Bureau, which contained Claimant's appeal, was delivered to IDOL on March 7, 2019.
Unfortunately, the postmark on that envelope is illegible and/or absent. (Exhibit: p. 24.)
In the absence of a valid postmark, Claimant bears the burden of demonstrating that the
appeal was mailed on or before February 7, 2019. Smith v. Idaho Department of Labor, 148
Idaho 72, 218 P.3d 1133 (2009). Claimant argues that her husband mailed the protest letter at
least a week prior to the last day to protest. According to Claimant, the mail in Pocatello runs late
because it is processed through Salt Lake City and then routed to the addressee. Claimant
maintains that she made sure to mail the letter as soon as possible because of the delay in their
mail. (Audio Recording.)
Claimant raises an argument similar to one address by the Idaho Supreme Court in
Dominy. In that case, the employer's attorney handled the employer's appeal. The attorney's
secretary took the employer's appeal to the post office in Weiser, Idaho for mailing, presumably
on April 10, 1987, a few days before the expiration of the appeal period. However, the post
master for Weiser, Idaho, explained that mail deposited in Weiser and addressed to recipients for
Boise were routed to Boise for stamping as received in Boise and then forwarded to the
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addressees. Although mailed in Weiser on what was the last day to file the appeal, the
employer's protest was not postmarked until April 23, 1987, and was, therefore, deemed filed on
April 23, 1987, several days late. In spite of the testimony from the attorney's secretary that she
mailed the appeal on time, the Court ruled that the "conclusive presumption that arose from the
postmark on [Employer's] request for an appeals hearing cannot be overcome by evidence that
the request was mailed earlier." Dominy, at 729, 779 P.2d at 404.
The Idaho Supreme Court more recently addressed the importance of the date of the
postmark in Smith. There, the Court noted that the postmark applied by the United States Postal
Service is the only reliable means of establishing when the post office accepted custody of the
mail piece, as opposed to a meter mark applied by a private postage meter, and, therefore, is the
means used to establish the date of filing. The Court noted that its ruling was consistent with its
prior ruling in Dominy. Id., 76, 218 P. 3d 1137. Other courts have similarly held that when an
appeal is mailed, the "postmark date," not the placing of an appeal in the mail, is the initiation of
the appeal. Gannett Satellite Information v. Unemployment Compensation Board, 661 A.2d 502,
504 (Pa. Commw. Ct, 1995).
There is no reason to doubt Claimant's account that her husband placed the letter in a
post office box prior to the protest deadline. Unfortunately, the postmark in this case is illegible,
and as such, there is no way to determine on which date U.S. Postal Service took possession of
the letter or to establish the date of mailing as the filed date. Therefore, the Commission has no
alternative but to establish the date the envelope was delivered to the Appeals Bureau as the
filing date. Claimant's appeal was delivered to the Appeals Bureau on March 7, 2019.
Claimant's situation is certainly frustrating. However, Claimant timely received the
Determination, which explained how to file a timely appeal and on which the last day to
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appeal was clearly stated. The Determination also explained the consequences of failing to
file a timely protest. (Exhibit: pp. 10-11.) As stated above, the Idaho Supreme Court has
ruled that protest periods are mandatory and jurisdictional. Smith, 148 Idaho at 74, 218
P.3d at 1135. Claimant filed her protest beyond the fourteen (14) day time period. Therefore,
the protest is late. Neither the Department nor the Commission can extend the appeal
periods to make Claimant's protest timely. The February 20, 2019, Personal Eligibility
Determination is final and cannot be disturbed.
CONCLUSION OF LAW

Claimant did not timely file a protest of the February 20, 2019, Personal Eligibility
Determination. The Determination is final and cannot be disturbed.
ORDER

Based on the foregoing analysis, the Decision of the Appeals Examiner is
AFFIRMED. Claimant did not timely file a protest of the February 20, 2019, Personal
Eligibility Determination. The Determination is final and cannot be disturbed. This is a
final order under Idaho Code§ 72-1368(7).

~

DATED this _i_{ day of_~lLJ~M~),----' 2019.
INDUSTRIA,L
COMMISSION
,,
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ATTEST:

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

i£

,

I hereby certify that on the / ~day of
fl2u
2019, a true and correct
copy of Decision and Order was served by regular Un' ed States mail upon each of the
following:
CHRISTINE L NELSON
13484 MANNING LANE
POCATELLO ID 83202
THE FRANKLIN GROUP INC
9222 W BARNES DR
BOISE ID 83709
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
STATEHOUSE MAIL
317 W MAIN STREET
BOISE ID 83735

kc
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208-238-7240

Fa~ Cover Letter

To:
Idaho Industrial Commission
208-332-7558

Attn; Casey
®'11

From;
Christine Nelson
13484 Manning Lane

Pocatello, ID 83202
208·Z51°68l6

Re: IDO~. # 421013953-2019

Hello Casey, Thanks for taking my call earlier. Here Is my Appeal to the ld~ho Supreme Court and I am
asking for a waiver of the $94.00 appeal fee,

Please let me know If there is anything else that I need to do,

Thank-you so much,
Christine Nelson
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208-238-7240

May 20, 2019

Idaho Supreme Court
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720

IDOL.# 421013953-2019
Decision and Order Appeal

Dear Sir/Madam:

I am writing In response to the IDOL.# 421013953-2019 decision \O deny further evidence to my
unemployment benefit claim due to a late response.
I had my response mailed prior to the deadllne and the postmark was illegible. My response was
required to be postmarked by May 6, 2019. It arrived at the Idaho Department of Labor on May 7, 2019
with the post mark being marred and Illegible. Because of this, I was denied being able to submit
additional documents for my unemployment benefit request.
I appealed this decision to the Industrial commission and received their decision on May 18, 2019 which
stated that the decision by the IDOL was standing.
I am now appealing this decision based on common sense and being at the mercy of the United St1;1tes
Postal Service, I live In Pocatello, ID and our mall ls routed through Salt Lake City, Utah to be delivered
anywhere In Idaho. My documents arrived at the IDOL office In Boise on May 71 2016, one day after the
required date to mall and have postmarked. If I were to have malled it on May 61 2019 1 It would have
not arrived until after May 7, 2019. For this reason, it is evident that the letter was mailed prior to M~y
6, 2019 or it would not have arrived on May 7, 2019. I was not the cause of the post mark being
smeared and Illegible, In the Decision and order on page 71 it states that the Idaho Supreme Court noted
that the postmark applied by the United States Post Office Is the only reliable means of establishing
when the post office accepted custody of the mall piece, On page 5 of the Decision and Order,
paragraph 1, "Unless a party can demonstrate that the notice required by Idaho Code 72-1368 was
defective due to Departmental or postal error, the right to appeal does not extend beyond the time
period provided by the statue. In this case, the post office clearly made an error when the post mark
was marred and deemed illegible.
The timellne Is proof that the letter was malled In time. There is proof that the letter was mailed
because it was received In that manner by the IDOL and It did have a post marl1 on It. The letter was also
received by mail at the IDOL on May 7, 2019. If It were mailed on or after May 7, 2019, then the letter
could not possible arrive on that data, In that office, from Pocatello, ID on May 7, 20l.9. Therefore, the
letter was Indeed mailed prior to or on May 61 2019 In accordance with statute.
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I am asking the court re reverse the Decision and Order made by the Idaho Industrial Commission and
allow the evidence to be reviewed by the Idaho department of Labor so that I can receive the
unemployment benefits that I have applied for.
I left my job because my responsibllltles were being eliminated. I felt that I was In a hostile work
environment and was demeaned in all that I tried to do, I was employed at Fran kiln Building supply for
six and a half years. A new regional accounting manager was brought In to help train me on the new
computer program system. Instead she started telling my general manager twisted truths and outright
lies about my way of doing my Job. She started taking responslbllltles from me and belittled me in the
process. After four months of a caustic and stressful environment, I knew my job was being eliminated
and I would be laid off, so I left to save face. Since then, the job that I had, has been eliminated and my
responsibilities were transferred to the store in Twin Falls.
When I left, the regional manager, Bryce Luker said that I would be able to get unemployment. The
Human Resource Director In the Corporate Offices, Christopher GIiiiam, also said I would be eligible for
unemployment. I know they did not contest It.
With the acceptance of the documents that were denied to be admitted as evidence, I feel that I will be
approved to receive unemployment benefits.

Thank you,

Christine Nelson
13484 Manning Lane
Pocatello, ID 83202
208-251-6816
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l3EFORE THE INDUSTRJAL COMMISSION OF TRE STATE OF IDAB:O
CB.RIBTINE L, NELSON,
,

IDOL# 421013953-2019
Claimant,
DECISION AND OR!)ER

v.

THBFRANKLJN GROUP, lNC.,
Employer,

F It.ED

MAY 15 2019

and

INDUSTRIAL COMMIS01ON

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR.

Appeal of a Decision i1,su1;1d by an Idaho Department of Labor Appeals Examiner
finding Claimant did not timely file a protest. AFFIRMED.
On Febrnary 20, 2019, the Idaho Department of Labor (''IDOL" or "Department")
issued a Personal Eligibility Determination finding Claimant, Christine L. Nelson,

ineligible for unemployment insurano1:1 benefits. Claimant filed a protest to the
Determination. On March 28, 2019, flfter a hearlng on the matter, an IDOL Appeals
Examlnor isaued a Decision finding Claimant's protest of the February 20, 2019,

Determination to be untimely. Claimant appeal.s to the Commission the Appeals
Examiner's findi.ng that her protest was untimely.

Claimant was the only party to participate in the hearing. There are no allegations of
impropriety with respect to the conduct of that hearing or evidence of any irregularities. IDOL
has provided tho partie8 with due process. Although I\One of the i.nternsted parties apeoifically

requests a now hearing before the Coro.mission, Claimant has requested that the Coro.mission

consider additional evidence regarding the timeliness of her appeal. (Claimant's Appeal, filed
DECISION AND ORDER - 1
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March 20, 2019,) This proposed evidence was not made a part of the evidentiary record during
the Appeals Examiner's hearing. The Commission treats this as a request for a new hearing to

ai1gment the record and addresses this matter below.
The Co=ission has conducted a de nova review of the record, pursuant to Idaho
Code§ 72-1368(7), Super Grade, Inc, v. Idaho

Dep't of Co=erce and Labor. 144 Idaho

386, 390, 162 P.3d 765, 769 (2007). The Commission has relied on the audio recording of
the hearing before the Appeals Examiner conducted on March 27, 2019, the Notice of
Telephone Hearing ("Notice") ([pp. 1 through 3] and the Exhibit: [pp. 1 through 25]
admitted into the record during that proceeding,
CLAIMANT'S REQUEST TO AUGMENT THE RECORD
MTH ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE

Pursuant to Idaho Code § 72-1368(7), the Commission may, in its sole discretion,
"conduct a hearing to receive additional evidence or may remand the matter back to the appeals
examiner for an additional hearing and decision." In thfo case, Claimant asks that 1he
Commission consider additional information, which was not made part of the record during the
Appeals Examin.,r's hearing, (Claimant's Appeal.) Because this information is not part of the
record established duxing the Appeals Examiner's hearing, we would have to reopen the
evldentiary record and admit this information into evidence before we could consider it.
Rule 7(B)S of the Rules of Appellate Practice and Procedure Under the Idaho
Employment Security Law, effectiv" as amended September 4, 2013, provides that a party
requesting a hearing to offer additional evidence shall submit "the reasons why the proposed
evidence was not presented before the appeals examiner." Whether a party seeks to present
additional evidence or make an oral argument on the basis of the record as it stands, that party
must present . some justification for that request, Unemployment insurance appeals are
OECISION AND ORDER - 2
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adjudicated under the principals and procedures of administrative law. Bearings at this level of
review are not a matter of right, as in some other forums.
Claimant participated in the Appeals Examiner's hearing and had ample opportunity to
present this evidence during that hearing, There is no indication or allegation of improprieties
that precluded Claimant from a full and fair opportunity to present evidence during that hearing,
and Claimant has not provided 1he Commission wi1h any reason why she did not present this
proposed evidence at that time, Further, we note that the ability to provide testimony· and
evidence for the Appeals Examiner did not end with the conclusion of the hearing. Claimant
could have asked that the Appeals Examiner reopen the hearing to take additional evidence, as
described in the documents accompanying the Notice, (Exhibit: p. 2,) The Appeals Bureau's
procedure provides a means for admitting additional evidence or witness testimony that was not
available for the original hearing. There is nothing in the record to suggest that Claimant took
advantage of that opportunity.
The Commission takes the position that conducting a new hearing at this level of IOView
is an extraordinary measure and should be reserved for those cases when due process or other
intetests of justice demand no less, We find no such circumstances here. Therefore, we find no
reason to' conduct an additional hearing in this case. Accordingly, Claimant's request to augment
1he record with additional evidence is DENIED. The Com.mission will base its decision in this
matter on the evidence and testimony provided during the Appeals Examiner's hearing and in
Claimant's reqm1st for reoonsidetation.

FINDINGS OF FACT
Based on the evidence contained In the record, the Commission sets forth tho following
findings of fact:
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1. The Department mailed a Personal Eligibility Determination to Claimant on
February 20, 2019, finc!lng Claimant ineligible for unemployment insurance
benefits. (Exhibit: pp. 10-11.)
2, The Determination was malled to Cfoimant' s addrc:,~s of r-:cord and Claimant
timely received the Determination, (Audio Recording.)

to protest
was March 6, 2019. It further instructed that a mailed protest must be
postmarked no later than the last day to protest, (Exhibit: p, 11.)

3. The Determination specifically instructed Claimant that the last day

4. Claimant mailed her protest via the U.S. Postal Service. The postmark on
the envelope containing Claimant's protest is illegible and/or not visible.
(Audio Recording; Exhibit: p. 24.)

5. IDOL Appeals Bureau received Claimant's protest letter on March 7, 2019.
(Exhibit: p, 24,)

DISCUSSION
On February 20, 2019, IDOL sent Claimant a Personal Eligibility Determination
finding her ineligible for unemployment benefits. (Exhibit: pp, 10-11.) The only issue
prosontly before the Commission is whether Claimant timely filed a protest to the
February 20, 2019, Determination, An appeals examiner only has jurisdiotion to review the
underlying mel'its of a determination if a party :tiles a timely protest. Idaho Code § 721368(3)(c). Claimant had until March 6, 2019, 2019, to file her protest. (Exhibit: p. 10.)
Idaho Code § 72-1368(3) states that a determination issued by the Department shall
become final unless, within fourteen (14) days after notice as provided for in Idaho Code §
72-1368(5), an Interested party files an appeal. The statutory requirements governing the
right of appeal under the Employment Security Law are mandatory and jurisdiotlonal.
Vernon K, Smith v. Idaho Dept. of Labor, 148 Idaho 72, 74, 218 P.3d 1133, 1135 (2009),
A party that appeal$ a decision more than fourteen (14) days following the date notioe is
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given loses the right to have a deoislon reviewed, Fouste v. Department of Employment, 97
Idaho 162, 540 P.2d 1341 (1975),
Unless a party can demonstrate that the notice required by Idaho Code § 72-13 68
was defective due to Departmental or postal error, the right to appeal does not extend
beyond the time period provided by the statute, ;[fl; IDAPA 09,01.006.017, Idaho Code
defines service, "A notice shall be deemed served if delivered to the person being served, if
mailed to his last known address or if electronically transmitted to him at his request and
with the department's approval. Service by mail shall be deemed complete on the date of
mailing. Service by eleotl'onic transmission shall be deemed complete on the date notice is
electronically transmitted." Idaho Code § 72-1368(5). The word "deemed" in the
aforementioned statute creates a conclusive presl.Ull.ption of service, Striebegk v.
Employment Security Agency. 83 Idaho 531,536,366 P.2d 589, 591 (1961).
Puxsuant to Idaho Code § 72-1368(5), the preBumptlon that servic11 is complete on the
date of mailing is predicated upon the Department mailing the Determination to Claimant's last
known address, In this situation, IDOL served Claimant with the Detennination in
accordance with Idaho Code § 72-1368(5), On February 20, 2019, the Department malled
the Determination to Claimant's address of record. (Exhibit: p. 10.) Claimant does not
argue, nor does the record show, a defect in service of the Determination, Nor does
Claimant dispute she timely received the Determination, (Audio Recording.) Accordingly, it
must be found that the Appeals Bureau propel'ly se1'Ved Claimant with the Determination. The
Determination's date of mailing and last day to protest remain unchanged, Claimant had until
March 6, 2019, to timely file a protest.
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Claimant mailed her protest letter to the Department, (Audio Recording; Exhibit: p. 24.)
The Idaho Supreme Court has repeatedly held that if mailed, the date the mailing is postmarked

is deemed the date of its filing. Moore y. Melaleuca, Inc.. 137 Idaho 23, 43 P.2d 782, 785 (2002);
In re Dominy v. Department of Employment. 116 Idaho 727, 728, 779 P .2d 402, 403 (l 989);
Department of Employment v. Drinkard, 98 Idaho 222, 225, 560 P.2d 1312, 1315 (1977). In
accordance with the holdings of the Idaho Supreme Court, the Determination specifically
instructed Claimant that a mailed protest must be postmarked no later than the last day to protest,
whloh in this case was March 6, 2019, (Exhibit: p. 10,) The envelope addressed to the Appeals
Bureau, which contained Claimant's appeal, was delivered to IDOL on March 7, 2019,
Unfortunately, the postmark on that envelope is illegible and/or absent, (Exhibit: p, 24.)
In the absenoe of a valid postmark, Claimant bears the burden of demonstrating that the

appeal was mailed on or before February 7, 2019. Smith v. Idaho Department of Labor, 148
Idaho 72, 218 P,3d 1133 (2009), Claimant argues that her husband mailed the protest letter at
least a week prior to the last day to protest, According to Claimant, the mail in Pocatello runs late
because it is processed through Salt Lake City and then routed to the addressee. Claimant
maintains that she made sure to mail the letter as soon as possible because of the delay in their
mail. (Audio Recording.)
Claimant raises an argument similar to one addrnss by the Idaho Supremo Court in
Dominy, In that case, the employer's attorney handled the employer's appeal, The attorney's
seoretary took the employer's appeal to tho post office in Wcfocr, Idaho for mailing, presumably
on April 10, 1987, a few days before the expiration of the appeal period, However, the post
master for Weiser, Idaho, explained that mail deposited in Weiser and addressed to recipients for
Boise were routed to Boise for stamping as received in Boise and then forwarded to the
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addressees. Although mailed in Weisei· on what was the last day to file the appeal, the
employer's protest was not postmarked until April 23, 1987, and was, therefore, deemed filed on
April 23, 1987, several days late. In spite of the testimony fi•oro the attorney's secretary that she
mailed the appeal on time, the Court ruled that the "conclusive presumption that arose from the
postmark on [Employer' sJ request for an appeals hearing cannot be overcome by evidence that

the request was mailed earlier," Dorojpy, at 729, 779 P.2d at 404.
The Idaho Supreme Court more recently addressed the importance of the date of the
postmark in Smith. There, the Court noted that the postmark applied by the United States Postal
Service is the only reliable means of establishing when the post office accepted custody of the
mail piece, as opposed to a meter mark applied by a private postage meter, and, therefore, is the

means used to establish the date of filing. The Court noted that its ruling was consistent wi.tb. its
prior ruling in Dominy. Id., 76, 218 P. 3d 1137. Other courts have similarly held that when an
appeal is mailed, the ''postmark date," not the placing of an appeal in the mail, is the initiation of
'

the appeal. Gannett Sati:llite Information v. Unemployment Compensation Board, 661 A.2d 502,
504 (Pa. Commw. Ct, 1995).
There is no reason to doubt Claimant's account that her husband placed the letter in a
post office box prior to the protest deadline. Unfortunately, the postmatk ill this case is illegible,
and as such, there ls no way to determine on which date U.S. Postal Service took possession of
the letter or to establish the date of mailing as the filed date, Therefore, the Commission has no

alternative but to establish the date the envelope was delivered to the Appeals Bureau as the
filing date, Claimant's, appeal was delivered to the Appeals Bureau on March 7, 2019.
Claimant's situation is certainly frustrating. However, Claimant timely received the
Determhlation, whioh explained how to file a timely appeal and on which the last day to
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appeal was clearly stated. The Determination also explained the consequences of failing to
file a timely protest. (Exhibit: pp. 1Q.J 1.) As stated above, the Idaho Supreme Court has
ruled that protest periods are mandatory and jurisdictional. Smith, 148 Idaho at 74, 218
P.3d at 1135. Claimant filed her protest beyond the fourteen (14) day time period. Therefore,
the protest is late. Neither the Department nor the Co=ission can extend the appeal
periods to make Claimant's protest timely. The February 20, 2019, Personal Eligibility
Determination is final and cannot be disturbed.
CONCLUSION OF LAW

Claimant did not timely file a protest of the February 20, 2019, Personal Eligibility
Determination. The Determination is final and cannot be disturbed.

ORDER
Based on the foregoing analysis, the Decision of the Appeals Examiner is
AFFIRMED. Claimant did not timely file a protest of the February 20, 2019, Personal

Eligibility Determination. The Determination is final and cannot be disturbed, This is

fl

final order under Idaho Code§ 72-1368(7).

~

DATED this .f{ day of

ff\)

, 2019.

Thomas P. Baskin, Ch ·
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CERTOl'ICATE OF SERVICE

J?1u-:1,

,

I hereby certify that on the /~day of
2019, a true and correct
copy of Oecision 11nd Order was served by regular U~ed States mail upon each of the

following:
CHRISTJNE L NELSON
13484 MANNING LANE
POCATELLO ID 83202

THE FRANKLIN GROUP lNC
9222 W BARNES DR

BOISE ID 83709
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
lDAHO DEPARTMENT O:F LABOR
STATEHOUSE MAIL
317 W MAIN STREET
BOISE ID 83735

kc
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMlSSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
CHRISTINE L. NELSON,
IDOL ff 4210:l.3953-2019

Claimant,

v.
NOTICE Ol<' FILING
OF APPEAL

THE FRANKLIN GROUP, JNC.,
Employer,

Fl LED

and

APR 1 0 2019

IDA.BO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR.

INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION

PLEASE TAKE NOTICJ.il: The Industrial Commission has received an appeal frorn a
decision of an Appeals Examiner of the Idaho Department of Labor. A copy of the appeal is
enclosed, along with a copy of the Commission's Rules of Appellate Practice and Procedure,
PLEASE READ ALL THE RULES

CAREFULLY

The Industrial Commission promptly processes all unemployment appeals in the ordet
received, In the meantime, you may want to visit our web site for more information:
www.iic.idabo.gov.

The Commission will make its decision in this appeal based on the record of the
proceedings before the Appeals Examiner of the Idaho Department of Labor.
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION
UNEMPLOYMENT APPEALS DIVISION
POST OFFICE BOX 83720
BOISE IDA.BO 83720-0041
(208) 334-6024

Calls Received by the Industrial Commission May Be Reoorded

NOTICE OF ll'lLING OF APPEAL - l
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Aprll 4, 2019
Idaho Dept of Labor
317 w. Main St

Boise, ID 83735-0770
Claimant ID: 11561061
separation Issue ID; 3103234785
...,

Dear Sir/Madam:

I am writing to contest th~ dct-1.1rrninatlon on my claim. With all due respect, I disagree that my letter
was late and was not timely, It stated that the letter was received one day late, However, there was no
readable post mark date on the envelope. There was a bar code and numbers at the bottom of the
letter,

I received a copy of the envelope that this letter was malled In and In fact you could not read the post
date, Of that, I had no control. I took the copy over to the Post Office on April 4<h to see if the bar code
was a post date. They said it was not, It was the address,

I created my letter of appeal on Februarv 28,' 2019, I gave my husband the letter and asked him to mall
It for me, I expected him to put It in the out going mall at his worl<. Instead, he took It to the post
office on March 1", because he had to buy stamps In orcterto mall the letter, I have a copy of the
receipt for the purchase of the stamps dated March 1'1, After purchasing the stamps •t the Post Office,
he put two stamps on the letter so that there would be enough postage and gave the letter to the Postal
worker, That was on March 1, 2019.

Our mail.from Poc~tello Is sent to Salt lake City, UT and from there malled to its destination, In the
Findings of Fact, page 2 of 6 of the determination letter, doted March 28, 2019, Item 3 says that the
letter was to be faxed, hand delivered or post-marked no later than March 6'", 2019, The letter was
received In your office on March 7, 2019, How can It possibly be received In your office on the 7th if it
was not malled prior to March 5<h7 It takes at least 2 days to travel from Pocatello to Boise via Salt Lake
City, The letter I received for this determination was malled on March 28th, I received it today which is
April 4th, That is 7 days after It was malled. This Is proof alone that my letter was malled In a timely
manner.
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When the letter was mailed at the Post Office, I expected there to be a post date on the letter, I did not
expect It to be unreadable, or by my copy, lnvlslble, Once the letter was malled, I lost custody and
control of It, Therefore, I am pointing out that the letter was Indeed malled In a timely manner,

There were at least 6 days between the day the letter was malled and when It was received. I was very
aware that there was a llmited time and thought I'd allowed for that.

I have Included a copy of the determination letter dated March 28 1 2019 and a copy of the receipt of the
stamps,

I have no other way of proving that the letter was mailed within the time I had to contest the latest
determination, I would ask, that you please look at all I have explained and sent you before making a
final decision,

Sincerely,

Christine Nelson
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February 26, 2019
Idaho Dept of Labor
317 W. Main St
Boise, ID 83735-0770

Claimant ID; 11561061
Separation Issue ID; 3103234785
Dear Sir/Madam:

I am writing In response to being denied unemployment benefits. I left my job because my
responsibilities were belns eliminated. I felt that I was In a hostile work environment and was demeaned
in all that I tried to do. I was employed at Franldin Building Supply for six and a half years. A new
regional accounting manager was brought In to help train me on the new computer program system.
Instead she started telling my general manager twisted truths and outright lies about my way of doing
my Job, She started taking responsibilities from me and belittled me In the process. After four months
of. caustic and stressful environment, I knew my job was being eliminated and I woul.d be laid off, so I
left to save face, Since then, the Job that I had, has been eliminated and my responsibilities were
transferred to the store In Twin Falls.
When I left, the regional manager, Bryce Luker said that I would be able to get unerrployment. The
Human Resource Director In the Corporate Offices, Christopher Gilliam, also said I would be eligible for
unemployment. I know they did not contest it.
The Pocatello store has not hired a new A/R Manager to replace me. I am asking that you review my
case and reinstate my unemployment benefits.

Thankyou,

~

)f~J

Christine Nelson

e»fl
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APPEALS BUREAU

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
317 WEST MAIN STREET/ BOZSE, IDAB:O 83735-0720
(208) 332-3572 I (800) 621-4938 .
FAX: (208) 334"6440

)
)
)
)
) DOCKET NUMBER 421013953-2019
)
) DECISION OF APPEALS EXAMINER
)
)

CHRISTINE L. NELSON, .
.

Claimant
VS,

THE FRANKLIN GROUP INC.,
Employer

and
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

--~ ---- ---- ---))
DECISION

T.b.e claimant's protest of the Personal Eligibility Detenninati on dated February 20, 2019 is UNTIMELY.
The Determination has go;o,e final and camiot be changed,
The oJai.OJant' s appeal is DISMISSED .

IDSTORY OFT.HE CABE
The above-entitl ed matter was hoard by Judge Little, Appeals Examiner for the Idaho Department of
Labor, on Mardi 27, 2019, by telephone in the Ci1y of Boise, in accordance with § 72-1368(6) of the

Idaho Employment Security Law.
The claimant appeared for the hearing and presented teiitimony.
The employer dld not appear for the hearing,

The Notice of Telephone Hearing and Exhibit: pagcs 1 through 25 were entered into and made a part of the

record.

JSSlJ.E/S
The isgues before the Appeals Examiner are (1) whether a timely request for an appeal hearing was filed,
according to §72-1368'(3) and (5) of the Idaho Employmen t Security Law AND IF FOUND TIMELY;
(2) whether the c)!lll;llant quit voluntarily and, if ao, whether with good causo connected With the
emplo;yment AND/OR whether the cl!lll;llant was discharged, and if so, whether for misconduct in
connection with the employment , according to §72-1366(5) ofil\e Idaho Employmen t Security Law; and
(3) whether the employer's aooount is properly chargeable for ""1'erience rating purpoaes for benefits paid
to the claimant, in accordance with §72-1351(.Z)(a) of the Idaho Employmen t Seourlty Law,
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FINDINGS OF li'ACT
Additionlll f11cts or testimony may exist In thjs
c11se. However, the Appeals E'-11m.lncr outlines
only
those that 11re releY11nt to the decision and thos
e based upon relia ble evidence, Based on the
exhibits
and tostitllo;ey in tho record, the foll owlng faots are
fol.\!ld:
l. IDOL Determinations state that a ))etormlna1ion
will become :final fourteen (14) days from
the
date of m.ailing unless a written appeal is filed
within that time. DotenJ:rinatlons issued by the
Department contain "Protest Rights" that expla
ins fue c\iterla and process for filing a protest or
appeal,
2. On llebruruy 20, 2019, the Department
mailed a Personal Eligibility Determination
to the
claimant's last known address of reoord, Tho
Determination found that the claimant quit a jol;,
without good cause oonnooted w:ith the empl
oy.m.ent; the claimant was :in.eligible for bene
fits
effective January 20, 2019; and the employer's
experience rated account was not held chargeab
le
on the olaim.
·
3. The last date to file a protest to that Detorw.in
ation was to ll.avo a protest :faxed (rec·eJved no
!~\er
!ban S;00·p.m, Mouutaln Time), hand-delivered,
or postmarked on or before March 6, 2019.
4. The claimant filed her protest via US Posta
l Service. The claim ant assorts that the prote
st was
:mailed·on the same datefuat she composed and
dated her protest, whlch was February 26, 2019
.
5, Upon closer Ulllpection of the original enve
lope, a postmark can 'be determ±ued; tho postmark
ls a
pale red, and it blends with the red stamps, Whi
le Salt Lake City can be identified, the remainde
r
of the postmark ls illegible and the date o:fpostma
rk cannot be dot= med .
6, The only legible date on the envelope ls the
Appeals Bureau's "Received" date stamp of Mar
ch 7,
2019.
A'O THO Rrn '
IDAPA 09,01.06.012.0l and .03 prov.ides:
01. JJ1llng o:I' an App ed Pu;,:suant to the E:mp
loy.ment Securlty Law . An appeal shall be in
slgnod by an interested party or representative, and
writing,
the appeal prooesa for a speolflo deto.rmlnation shall contain worda that, by fair interpretation, request
, redeterm:!n.ation ot decision of the Departme
nt, Every
determJ.nation, rede t=m atio n or decision of
the Depai:tment !ihall contain and clearly iden
tify the
mailing address, fax number and eleoti:onio addre
redeterminatlo:u or deolsion of the Department, ss for :l.l.ling an appeal. l'o appeal a detemiin"tion,
interostod parties must follow the inst.notion
s on th~
document 'being appealed, The date of personal
delivery shall be noted olith e appeal and shall
be deemed
the date of filing, A faxod or eJectron.ically trans
shall be _deemed. filed ou ,thijt .date, A £axeii ormitted appeal that is received by 5 p.m. on a business d,.y
oleco:omOally transmitted appeal that is rece
ived on a
weekend or holiday or after 5 p.m, on a bUJJiucss
m&iled, the appeal shall be deemed to be filed day shall be dcOllled £!led o:u the next business day. lf'
on the date of ll.Ulilini;: as determ.ined by the postr
n.ttrk on
the envelope oontahlitlg the appeal, unless a party
establishes by a pxepondera.uce of the evidence
that but
for error by the U.S. Postal Service,, the enve
lope
timely appeal, If such a postal ocror is e>atablishe would have been postn.larked wi.thin. the period for
d, tho appeal ahsll be deemed to bo timely .filed
, Reif.
Section 72-1368(6), Idaho Code. (4-11-15)
03, Date of Maillllii. The date indicated
o:u Department determinations, rovlsed deter
minations,
redeterruJnations and decisions as the "Date of
Malling" 01· "Date Mailed" shall be presumed
to
date the dacUD1ont was deposited in fue United
States mail, or the date the document was elect be the
ronic ally
transmitted to au electronio~flil a.ddreijB appr
oved
Idaho Code, 1lllless shown otherw:ise by a pr,.ponde by the Departraent pursuant to Section 72-1368(5),
ranoe of competent ovldonco, (7-1 •10)
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Section 72-1368 (3) of the Idaho Employm ent Security Law provides that a determin
ation shall become
final uuless, wltb.in fourteen (14) days .after notice, an appeal is filed by au ~!creste
d party wi1h the
Departw.ent of Labor.
Section 7.2-1368 (5) of the Idaho Employm ent Securily Law provides that a notice shall
be deemed to be
served if de.llwred to the person b<3illg served or if mailed to hls last known address,
service by mail shall
be deemed complete on the date of mailing,
·
72-1368(5). CLAIMS FOR BENEFI TS -- APPELL ATE PROCED URE "" LlMITA TION
Oll ACTION S,
(5) All intereste d parties shall be entitled to prompt service of notice of written or digital
commun ications
from the departme nt providin g notice of a.n administrative or other deadline including
, but not li.mited to,
det=inat iorui, revised determinations, redetemi.inatlons, special redoterminations,
decisions and letters
from the departme nt requiting a resporuie with.in II specified tlme. Notice shall be
deemed served if
delive.i:ed to the person belng served, if mailed to his last lo;,.own address or if electroni
cally trllllBmitted to
him at his request !llld with the department's approval. Servioe by mail shall be deemed complete 01.l the
date of mailmg, Service· by electronic transmis sion shall be deemed com,p)~t~, Oll
the date notic<> is
.
.
..
.
elocl:ronico:lly transmJ.tted.
·
~

Pursuant to IDAPA 09.0l.06 .090 where it appears that any appeal may not have been
filed w.lthin the
period of time prescribe d for filing, the party shall be given llll opportun ity to show
that such appeal was
timely. If it is found that suoh appeal was not filed withili the applicable time limit, it shall be dismisse
d
on such grounds. If it ls found that such appeal was timely, tho matter shall be deo.ided
on the merits, Xu
making a deteIDlll!ation on whether o;,: not a timely appeal has been filed, the courts have
determ.ined that
because the appeal provlsionB of unemplo yment ocmperu ation law are ipandatozy, partys
carry a heavy
burden to justify untimely appeals and absent )?1:00f of fraud, cannot prevail.
See, Frnaro v.
J,mem11loyment Cnmmonweajth Comoeruiation Board of Reyiew, 76 Pa.Cmwl th. 636,
638, 464 A.2d 697,
698 (Pa.Cmwlth,Ct. 1983).

CONCLUSIONS
Idaho law requires the Departm ent to serve intereste d parties with due process by
serving notice of
dctcrm.!nations, decisioru, and other relevant documents to the last known address of
the party. As stated
above; "A notice shall bo deemed served if delivered to the person belng served,
if mailed to his last
known address , , ," "Service ):,y mail shall be deemed complete on the date of malling."

A Detennin ation was mailed to the olainumt's last known malling address on Februazy 20, 2019.
That
Determ.inatiou provided a Last Day/Dat e to Protest of Maroll 6, 2019. The claimant
a,:gues that her .
protest was mailed on Februazy 26, 20.1?, the_ SfUD-<>:-day in, whi_oh,s)le oomp6se d
protest. ""While Salt '
Lake City can be 'idelitifi~d in the uppex right hand comer oftbe envelope that containe
d the claimant 's
protest, the remainde;,: of the postmark is illegible !llld the date of )?OS!mark oll.m:\ot
be determined, The
only legible date on the envelo)?l:I is the Appeals Bureau's "Receive d" date stamp of March
7, 2019.

hor

In Xdaho, an appeal may be filed by mail, facsimile, or hand delivered, See, IDAJ?A
09.01.06 .012,01.
The Idaho Supreme Court on several occasions has held that if mailed, the date a request
was postmark ed
fa deemed tho date of its filing. Moore v. Molaleuca. Inc., 137 rdabo 23, 43 P.2d 782,
785 (2002);
Dominy y, Departm ent of Emplaw ent, 116 Idaho 727, 728, 779 P.2d 402, 403 (1989);
Departm
of
Emoloyment v. Drinkard, 98 Xdaho 222, 225, 560 P.2d 1312, 1315 (1977), The Court hasentalso
det~rmined that wh~n a.n appeal is mailed, the "post:mark date," not the placing of an
appeal in the mail, is
the initiation of the appeal. GanMtt Satellite Tnformat;iQn v. Une,mp!oyment Compen
sation Board. 661
A.2d 502,504 (Pa. Com.mw. Ct. 1995),

u
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In Striebeol., the Court held that the righ
entirely upon statutory authority and is subjt to appeal, wtless secured by the oomtitutlon, is dependent
defect in the notice required by §72-1368 ect to oon1rol by the legislatiU'e, The Court held that absent a
, the;, tigh t to appeal does not extend beyo
nd the time period
provided by the statute. Strlebeck v. Emp
loyment Security Agency. 83 Idaho 531,
592 (1961),
537, 366 P.2d 589,

J.n GllllJlett, the envelope containing the appeal

the envelope containing the appeal does not did not have a postmark affixed, The Court held that when
have an official U.S. postmlU'k, it mus t be
deemed filed when
received." Similarly, in J)om/py, the Idah
o
arises from the postmark on a request for an Supreme Court has also held a "conclusive presumption"
appeals hearing that cannot b<;: overcome by
request was mailed earlier,
evidence that the
·
}fore, the.re appoars to b., some sort of a
post
illegiblo. In such a circumatance, the enve mark affixed to the envelope. However, the postmark la
lope the11 is detenninod to be as if no post
all. As ln Gpnnett, then, the date of filin
g in such cirow:nstanoes becomes the date mark was affixed at
the lette
by the Department. Tho dato ofxeoeipt was
March 7, 2019, whioh is one day a:ftorthe last r was received
appeal.
cjate to file an
·
The Appeals Bxw:ulner fillds that the cla.i
ll!ant haa not met the heavy burd,:,n nece
ssary for finding a
protest timely filed, The Appeals Bureau
Jaok.\l jurisdiction to consider the merit.s of
the claimant's appeal
further. The Determination has become a :fina
l a(\judlcation and cannot be obanged,

~ ,! ., ,
Dat e of Mai ling

--.,

Ma rch 28, 2019

Las t Dny To App eal

Apr il 11, 2019

Al'l'EAL lUGFITS
You have FOURTEEN 0-11 ~ ;mQ M
1:H
li:\dustr.!!11 Commission. The appeal must be l;l;QA'rn QF MA.lLING to file a written appeal wltb. the Idaho
mailed to;
Idaho Industrial Comurlssion
Judicial Division, IDOL Appeals
l> ,0. Box 83720
Bollie, Ideilio 83720-0041
Or delivered :In person. to:
·Id!lho fudusttfal Commission
700 S Clearwater Lan e
Boiso, lD 83712
Or trammitted by facsimile to:
(208) 332-7558.
1f the appeal is mailed, lt must
be postmarked
fliosimil<il transmission must be received by the no later than the last day to appeal, An appeal filed by
appeal, A facsimile transmission .received after Commission by S:00 p,m,. MountRUJ. Time, on the last day to
noxt business day, A~ rnru, ID]l l2ll dism 5:00 p.m, will be deemed received by the, Cowntlsalon on the
a Department of Labor local office wil l~ is§ed, Appeals filed by any means with. tho Appeals Bureau or
be accepted by the Coromissfo11, TO EM PLO
lNCOl.U'OllAT.ED: )fyo ujll e an qppeal
FEB S 'WIIO ARE
with the Idaho Industrial Commission, the
appeal mus t be si,gn,d
by a aorporate Qffiaer or legal counsel licen
sed to pmcttae In the State ofIdaho rJJJfi.
the signature must
Include the lndtvldual'i; title. The CommfsM
on wt!/ not aon.sido.- appeals submitted
by e11wloy«r
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repres•11tative.s who are not attomeyJ'. .((you request a hearing before the Commission orpennksion
to file a
legal brief, you must make these request• through /,gal ommsel lioensed to praoliae In the State
ofIdaho.
Questions should be directed to the Idaho Industrial Commission, Unemployment Appeals, (208)
334-6024.

If no appeal is filed, this decision will becomB :final m:1d cannot bo ohangod. TO CLAIMANT: Jf
this
decision Js changed, any benefits paid will be subject to ropayment. If an appeal is filed, you should
continue
to report on your claim as Jo;ug as you are unemployed.

™

DERECHOSDEAPE.LACION
DESDE lJ,. FEQ& DR ENVTO para ru'chivar una apalacl6n esorlt& con

tJsted tiene CATORCE (14)
la Comisi6n Industrial do Idaho. La apelaoi6n dehe ser enviada a:

Jdaho fudustrlal Commission

Judicial DivisioIJ, IDOL Appeals
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0041
O ser ontrcgada "n persona a:

Idaho Tn,dustrial Commission
700 S Clearwafor Lane
Boise, ID 83712

0 puede envlada par fax al;
(208) 332--7.558.
Si la apelaoi6n es enviada por oom:o, la fcoha on el sello del oorreo debe aer no mas tarde
de la fecha del
ultimo dfa on CJ_lle puede apelar. I.rw! apelaci6n ~ sem descartada. Apelaclones ru:oltivada
s con la
Agonofa. de Apelaoiones o con la O.ficina de Empleo ll.Q se.mn aceptadas por la CoJ;lJlsi6n. Una
apelaoi6n
archivada por medio do fax debo ser reciblda por l,a comisi6i, no mae tarde de las 5:00 PM.
Hora de la
Montana, de! ultimo dia en g_ue puede apelar. Una 1:mn$.tnlsi6n de fax reoiblda despu6a do las 5;00
P.M. se
coDSidernra recibida por la oomisi6n, hasta el pr6ximo dia Mbil. EMPLEA.DORES
QUE SON
JNCOJU.'ORAI>OS: St una apelaai6n es archtvada en la Comlsl{m Industrial de Idaho,
la apelaai6n ti@e
que ser firrnada por UII Q/loial o representmite dru/gnado .l1 la finna debs lnoluir el tftulo de! tndividuo
.
solicita una aud/enaia ante la Comisi6n Indwtrial, o pennfso para arohi:var tm escrlto legal, esta tiOliaitud Si.
se
debera

de hacer por medto de un abogado aon ltaenaia para praoticar en el estado de Idaho. Preguntas
deben ser dlrtgidas a la Coml$/6n lndU$/r/al de Idaho, Unemployment Appeals, (.208) 334-15024.
Si ninguna ape!aci6n se arch.iva, esta deoisi6n son\ la :final y i,o podi-a cambiarse. AL RECLA
MANTE:
Si esla decisi6n so oambia, todos las hene.ficios pagados estaran si:uetos a ;eembolso. Si una
apelaoi6n se

archiva, usted deberla de continuer reportando en su reolamo mienfras este dosempleado,
,
'
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APPEALS BUREAU

IDABO DE P~T .M EN T OF
317 WEST MAIN Sl'.RBET I BOISE LABOR
, lJJABO 83735-07.20
(208) 332-3572 / (800) 621 493 8
FAX: (208) 334-6440

CERTlF1CATE OF SE RV lCE

I hereby certify that on

Ma

i 28, 2019
:Examiner was served by ;regular Unrcl
ited States

, a true and correct copy ofDacisfon
of Appeals
mail upon each of the followlng:

CBRlSTJNE L NELSON
13484 MANNINO LAfffi
POCATELLO JD 83202

TBE FRANKI.JN GROUP INC
9222 W BARNES DR

Bo rsE w 83709

~
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CERTIFlCATE Oll' SERVICE

I hereby certify that on t h e ~ day of April, 2019 a true and correct copy of the ..
Notice of Filing of Appeal and eompact disc of the Hearing were served by regular United
States ma.ii upon the following:
Al'PEAL:

DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

STATE HOUSE MAIL
317 W MAIN STREET
BOISE ID 83735

Al'PEAL AND DISC:
CHRISTINE L NELSON

13484 MANNING LANE
POCATELLO ID 83202

THE FRANKLIN GROUP JNC
9222 W BARNES DR
BOISE ID 83709

kc

A s1.stant Commission Secretary
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BEFORE THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
CHRISTINE.L. NELSON,
SUPREME COURT NO. 47061-2019.
Claimant/Appellant,

v.

CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL
OF CHRISTINE L. NELSON

THE FRANKLIN GROUP, INC.,
Employer/Respondent,
and
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,
Respondent.
Appeal From:

Industrial Commission, Chairman, Thomas P. Baskin,
presiding.

Case Number:

IDOL# 421013953-2019

Order Appealed from:

DECISION AND ORDER entered May 15, 2019

Claimant/Appellant:

CHRISTINE L NELSON
13484 MANNING LANE
POCATELLO ID 83202

Employer/Respondent:

THE FRANKLIN GROUP INC
9222 W BARNES DR
BOISE ID 83709

IDOL Respondent:

DOUG WIRTH
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
317 WMAIN ST
BOISE ID 83735

Appealed By:

Christine L. Nelson, Claimant/Appellant

CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL OF CHRISTINE L. NELSON - 1
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Appealed Against:

The Franklin Group, Inc. Employer/Respondent and,
Idaho Department of Labor, Respondent

Notice of Appeal Filed:

May 20, 2019

Appellate Fee:

Claimant has requested a waiver of the Supreme Comi Fees in her
filing.

Name of Reporter:

M DEAN WILLIS
PO BOX 1241
EAGLE ID 83616

Transcript:

Transcript will be filed with Agency Record.

Dated:

May 22, 2019

C Colaianni
Assistant Commission Secretary

CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL OF CHRISTINE L. NELSON - 2
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CERTIFICATION

I, KC Colaianni, the undersigned Assistant Commission Secretary of the Industrial
Commission of the State of Idaho, hereby CERTIFY that the foregoing is a true and correct
photocopy of the Notice of Appeal filed May 20, 2019; Decision and Order filed
May 15, 2019; and, the whole thereof, Docket Number 421013953-2019 for Christina L. Nelson.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the official seal of
said Commission this

.J;Jirf day of_,_,fYl~u""'1""'1-------' 2019.

KC Colaianni
Assistant Commission Secretary

CERTIFICATION - CHRISTINA L. NELSON
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CERTIFICATION OF RECORD

I, KC Colaianni, the undersigned Assistant Connnission Secretary of the Industrial
Commission, do hereby certify that the foregoing record contains true and correct copies of all
pleadings, documents, and papers designated to be included in the Agency's Record on appeal by
Rule 28(3) of the Idaho Appellate Rules and by the Notice of Appeal, pursuant to the provisions
of Rule 28(b).
I further certify that all exhibits admitted in this proceeding are correctly bookmarked.
Said exhibits will be lodged with the Supreme Court after the Record is settled.
DATED this

tr -fh day of

;:&,J,,,

, 2019.

I

,:

. •.-,

/1 , \

T;

\

/l

,

":_'

KCola1anm ,) J.:', /\ii, .: ,
Assistant c'ortunission Seqfetary
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BEFORE THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

CHRISTINE L. NELSON,
SUPREME COURT NO. 47061-2018

Claimant/Appellant,
V.

THE FRANKLIN GROUP, INC.,

NOTICE OF COMPLETION

Employer/Respondent,
and
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,
Respondent.

TO:

Stephen W. Kenyon, Clerk of the Courts; and
Christine L. Nelson, Claimant/Appellant; and
The Franklin Group, Inc., Employer/Respondent; and
Douglas Wirth, for Idaho Department of Labor/Respondent.
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that the Agency's Record was completed on this date,

and, pursuant to Rule 24(a) and Rule 27(a), Idaho Appellate Rules, copies of the same have been
served by regular U.S. mail upon each of the following:
Address for Claimant/Appellant

CHRISTINE L NELSON
13484 MANNING LANE
POCATELLO ID 83202
Address for Employer/Respondent

THE FRANKLIN GROUP INC
9222 W BARNES DR
BOISE ID 83709

NOTICE OF COMPLETION - CHRISTINE L. NELSON
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Address for IDOL/Respondent

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
DOUGLAS A WERTH
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
317 W MAIN STREET
BOISE ID 83735
You are further notified that, pmsuant to Rule 29(a), Idaho Appellate Rules, all
parties have twenty-eigltt days from this date in which to file objections to the Record,
including requests for corrections, additions or deletions. In the event no objections to the
Agency's Record are filed wit/tin tlte twenty-eigltt day period, the Transcript and Record
shall be deemed settled.
DATED at Boise, Idaho this

q#t.

day of

'J', 4,tf

, 2019.

K Colaianni . · · .
. .. . ....
Assistant Commission Secretary. ,
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